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MZ{TH/06{14DESY 06{130Next-to-next-to-leading order O(�2�2s) results for top quark pair prodution inphoton{photon ollisions: The one-loop squared ontributionsJ. G. K�orner,1, � Z. Merebashvili,2, y and M. Rogal3, z1Institut f�ur Physik, Johannes Gutenberg-Universit�at, D-55099 Mainz, Germany2Institute of High Energy Physis and Informatization, Tbilisi State University, 0186 Tbilisi, Georgia3Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Platanenallee 6, D-15738 Zeuthen, Germany(Dated: November 4, 2006)We alulate the one-loop squared ontributions to the next-to-next-to-leading order O(�2�2s)radiative QCD orretions for the prodution of heavy quark pairs in the ollisions of unpolarizedon{shell photons. In partiular, we present analytial results for the squared matrix elements thatorrespond to the produt of the one{loop amplitudes. All results of the perturbative alulationare given in the dimensional regularization sheme. These results represent the Abelian part ofthe orresponding gluon{indued next-to-next-to-leading order ross setion for heavy quark pairhadroprodution.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.85.-t, 13.85.Fb, 13.88.+eI. INTRODUCTIONThe inreasing preision of present and forthoming ex-periments in high energy physis requires a orrespond-ing preision of the theoretial preditions. The next-to-leading order (NLO) preditions for hadroni heavyquark pair prodution su�er from inherent theoretialerrors beause of the well{known large unertainty inhoosing the renormalization and fatorization sales.These errors are expeted to be greatly redued at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and therefore the needfor a NNLO alulation of hadroni heavy quark pairprodution in QCD is by now learly understood.A few years ago virtual two-loop and loop-by-loop or-retions (we shall also refer to the \one-loop squared"ontributions as the \loop-by-loop" ontributions) werealulated by several groups in massless QCD (see e.g.[1℄ and referenes therein). The ompletion of a sim-ilar program for proesses that involve massive quarksrequires muh more dediation and work sine the inlu-sion of an additional mass sale dramatially ompliatesthe whole situation. There are a number of publiationswhere physiists work towards building up the neessarytools for alulating two-loop massive proesses. For ex-ample, there are papers in whih fully analytial forms ofvarious master integrals are derived (see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5℄).Reently Bernreuther et al. alulated the two-loop ver-tex orretions to heavy quark pair prodution from ve-tor and axial vetor urrents [6, 7℄. These results wereutilized to determine a partial result on the forward{bakward asymmetry in the proess e+e� ! QQ involv-ing the two-loop ontributions folded with the Born termand the loop-by-loop ontributions [8℄.In general, there are four lasses of ontributions that�Eletroni address:koerner�thep.physik.uni-mainz.deyEletroni address:zaza�thep.physik.uni-mainz.dezEletroni address:Mikhail.Rogal�desy.de

need to be alulated for the NNLO orretions to thehadroni prodution of heavy quark pairs. The �rst lassinvolves the pure two-loop ontribution whih has to befolded with the leading order (LO) term. The seondlass of diagrams onsist of the so-alled loop-by-loopontribution arising from the produt of one-loop virtualmatrix elements whih, for the speial ase of  olli-sions, form the subjet of this paper. Further there arethe one-loop gluon emission ontributions that are foldedwith the one{gluon emission graphs. The one-loop gluonemission ontributions also inlude the interesting lassof the so-alled pentagon graphs. Finally, there are thesquared two gluon emission ontributions that are purelyof tree{type.In this paper, we onentrate on heavy quark pair pro-dution in photon-photon ollisions whih onstitute theAbelian part of the gluon{indued hadroprodution ofheavy quark pairs. From the tehnial point of viewphoton{indued heavy quark pair prodution is muhsimpler than the orresponding hadroprodution of heavyquark pairs. First of all there are no ontributions fromthe subproess q�q ! QQ. Seond there are no ontri-butions from three{gluon oupling graphs whih impliesthat there will be no ollinear singularities and thereforethe highest singularity in the one{loop amplitudes will bean infrared (IR) singularity proportional to (1="). Thisin turn implies that the Laurent series expansion of theone{loop amplitudes an be trunated at O(") when al-ulating the loop{by{loop ontributions. This is quite abonus sine it is the O("2) terms in the Laurent seriesexpansion that really ompliate things [5℄. Whereas theO("2) ontributions in the one{loop amplitudes involve amultitude of multiple polylogarithms of maximal weightand depth four [5, 9℄ the O(") ontributions needed inthe present alulation involve at most trilog funtionswith their aompanying �(3) funtions.It has been emphasized by many physiists that run-ning the ILC in the photon{photon mode is a very in-teresting option for the ILC (see e.g. [10, 11℄). Thehigh energy photons an be generated by Compton bak{
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2sattering of laser light on the high energy eletron andpositron bunhes of the ollider with pratially no lossin energy and luminosity. Note that this reation is alsoa lean hannel for the investigation of various propertiesof heavy quarks (see e.g. [12℄).In this paper we report on a alulation of the NNLOsquared one{loop matrix elements (loop{by{loop ontri-bution) for the proess  ! QQ. The alulation isarried out in the dimensional regularization sheme [13℄with spae-time dimension n = 4� 2". The O(") expan-sion for the one-loop salar master integrals that enterthe alulation have been determined by us in [5℄. Forthe divergent and �nite terms the relevant amplitude ex-pressions were given in [14℄. The order " amplitudes havebeen written down in [15℄.In a sequel to this paper we shall present results on thesquare of photoprodution amplitudes (g ! QQ). Fur-ther we shall alulate the squares of the non{Abeliangluon{indued gg ! QQ amplitudes and the quark{indued q�q ! QQ amplitudes whih are needed for theloop-by-loop part of the NNLO desription of heavy a-vor prodution.In our presentation we shall make use of our nota-tion for the oeÆient funtions of the relevant salarone{loop integrals alulated up to O("2) in [5℄. For the ! QQ ase one needs one salar one{point funtionA, the four salar two{point funtions B1, B2, B3 and B4,the three salar three{point funtions C2; C5 and C6, andone salar four-point funtion D1. As was mentioned be-fore, the  ! QQ amplitudes are only IR{singular dueto the absene of a three{gluon oupling ontribution.And, in fat, one �nds that the above set of multi{pointamplitudes have at most a 1=" singularity [5℄. For exam-ple, employing the notation of [5℄, we de�ne suessiveoeÆient funtions D(j)1 for the Laurent series expan-sion of the omplex salar four-point funtion D1. OnehasD1 = iC"(m2)n1"D(�1)1 +D(0)1 + "D(1)1 +O("2)o; (1.1)where C"(m2) is de�ned byC"(m2) � �(1 + ")(4�)2 �4��2m2 �" : (1.2)We use this notation for both the real and the imaginarypart of D1, i.e. for ReD1 and ImD1. As also mentionedbefore we an trunate the Laurent series at O(") sinethis is suÆient for the  ! QQ ase treated in thispaper. Expansions similar to Eq. (1.1) hold for the salarone{point funtion A, the salar two{point funtions Biand the salar three{point funtions Ci.The paper is organized as follows. Setion II ontainsan outline of our general approah as well as a disussionof the singularity struture of the NNLO squared matrixelement. In Setion III we disuss the struture of the�nite part of our result. Our results are summarized inSetion IV. Finally, in an Appendix we present results

for the various oeÆient funtions that appear in themain text.II. NOTATION AND THE SINGULARITYSTRUCTURE OF THE SQUARED AMPLITUDESThe one{loop Feynman diagrams relevant for heavyavor prodution by two on-shell photons(p1) + (p2)! Q(p3) +Q(p4); (2.1)are depited in Fig. 1.The diretions of the momenta orrespond to the phys-ial on�guration, e.g. p1 and p2 are ingoing whereas p3and p4 are outgoing. With m the heavy quark mass wede�ne:s � (p1 + p2)2; t � T �m2 � (p1 � p3)2 �m2;u � U �m2 � (p2 � p3)2 �m2: (2.2)so that the energy-momentum onservation reads s+ t+u = 0.When squaring the amplitudes one sums over the spinsof the �nal state heavy quarks. We have deided to alsoaverage over the spins in the initial state when presentingour results. In the spin{averaging over the initial photonswe divide by a fator of four. One ould as well divide by(n�2)(n�2) where (n�2) = 2(1�") are the spin degreesof freedom of a on{shell massless photon in DREG. Thisis a matter of onvention. If one wants to onvert to theonvention where the spin{averaging fator is (n�2)(n�2) one has to multiply our result by the overall fator(1� ")�2 = 1 + 2"+ 3"2 +O("3): (2.3)Also, our results have to be multiplied by the overallfator C = �g2e2Qg2sC"(m2)�2 ; (2.4)where g and gs are the renormalized eletromagneti andstrong oupling onstants, respetively, and eQ is thefrational harge of the heavy quark. C"(m2) is de�nedin (1.2).When squaring amplitudes, we ontrat polarizationvetors in the Feynman gauge. Note that we have usedthe on{shell onditions p1 � �1 = 0 and p2 � �2 = 0 in ouramplitude alulation [14, 15℄ aording to the frameworkset up in [16℄. This has advantages in the non{Abelianase sine one an omit ghost ontributions when squar-ing the amplitudes. Using the above on{shell onditionsalready on the amplitude level means that one takes fulladvantage of gauge invariane when squaring the ampli-tudes.As shown e.g. in [14, 15℄ the self{energy and vertex di-agrams ontain ultraviolet (UV) and IR poles after massrenormalization. It is well known that the renormaliza-tion of the wave funtion and QED-type vertex renormal-ization e�etively imply multipliation of all the external



3
a1 c1 c2

d1 d2 d3FIG. 1: The t-hannel one-loop graphs ontributing to the photon fusion amplitude. Wavy lines represent the photons, urlylines represent the gluons and the thik solid lines orrespond to the heavy quarks.massive quark self{energy graphs by one{half. We usedthis fat as a partial hek of our alulation. Halving theexternal self{energies (in our ase these are matrix ele-ments for the graphs Fig. 1(d2) and Fig. 1(d3)) we haveexpliitly veri�ed anellation of UV divergenes for allthe relevant sets of squared amplitudes.In order to �x our normalization we write down thedi�erential ross setion for  ! QQ in terms of ouramplitudes squared jM j2. One hasd�!QQdtdu = 12s d(PS)2dtdu jM j2!QQ ; (2.5)where the n{dimensional two{body phase spae is givenbyd(PS)2 = m�2"8�s (4�)"�(1� ") � tu� sm2sm2 ��" Æ(s+t+u)dtdu:(2.6)The �nal spin summed and initial spin averagedsquared matrix element an be written down as a sumof three terms:jM j2Loop�Loop = CC2F� 1"2V (�2) + 1"V (�1) +NCV (0)�;(2.7)where CF = 4=3 and C has been de�ned in (2.4). Notethat we used 1=4 for the spin-averaging fator as ex-plained before (2.3). The �rst two terms ontain IR polesof the seond and the �rst order, respetively. The thirdterm represents the �nite part. All three terms are origi-nally bilinear forms in the oeÆient funtions that de�ne

the Laurent series expansion of the salar integrals (1.1).Some of these oeÆient funtions are zero and some ofthem are just numbers. In the latter ase we have substi-tuted these numbers for the oeÆient funtions in thethree terms above. This has been done for the oeÆientfuntions A(j), B(�1)1 , B(�1)2 , B(j)3 and B(j)4 .The most singular �rst term in (2.7) is proportional tothe leading order term of the proess  ! QQ, e.g.1"2V (�2) = 4"2 ����2m2 � s�C(�1)6 � 1���2 1(geQ)4 jMLOj2;(2.8)where the Taylor series expansion of the square of theLO amplitude jMLOj2 an be alulated to be1(geQ)4 jMLOj2 = 2NCn t2+u2tu + 4m2stu � 4�m2stu �2+" 2�1� s2tu�+ "2 s2tuo: (2.9)Note that the original amplitude expression ontains theoeÆient funtions D(�1)1 and D(�1)1 ��t$u whih havebeen substituted for by the (t $ u) symmetri oeÆ-ient funtion C(�1)6 using the relations D(�1)1 = C(�1)6 =tand D(�1)1 ��t$u = C(�1)6 =u [5℄. It is only after these sub-stitutions that the fatorization of jMLOj2 in (2.8) be-omes apparent. We remind the reader that the oef-�ient funtions are omplex funtions. This has to betaken into aount when alulating the three ontribu-tions in Eq. (2.7).For the seond term in (2.7) we obtain:
1"V (�1) = 8"NCRen�(2m2 � s)C(�1)6 � 1�hh+B(0)1 hB01 + 12B(0)2 hB02 (2.10)



4+C(0)2 hC02 + 12C(0)5 hC05 + 12C(0)6 hC06 +D(0)1 hD01 + (t$ u)i�o :We have hosen to label the oeÆient funtions hi a-ording to the oeÆients of the Laurent series expansionwhih they multiply. Note we have again reexpressed theoeÆient funtions D(�1)1 and D(�1)1 ��t$u via C(�1)6 in order to obtain (2.10) in a fatorized form.The relevant oeÆients read:h = 2m4(16m4s+ 4m2st+ 28m2su� 8m2tu+ 2stu� 19tu2 � 30m2tu2=T )=(Utu3)�(56m8u+ 29m6st� 17m4t2U � 105m4tuT + 7m2t3T +m2t2uT � 2m2t2uU � 3st3u)=(s�2tuTU);hB01 = (4m4s2 � 16m4sT + 8m2tTu� 3st2(2m2 � u)� t4(2m2 � u)=T )=(t3u);hB02 = �4D=(tu�2); (2.11)hC02 = 2(6m4st� 2m4su+ 8m4tu� 2m2st2 � 4m2t3 � 2st3 + t2u2)=(t2u);hC05 = �s(8m4 � 3s2 + 2tu)=(tu);hC06 = �(8m4s+ 2m2s2 + 8m2tu� s3 � 2stu)=(tu);hD01 = (16m6s+ 24m4st� 8m4u2 + 2m2stu+ 2s2t2 � stu2)=(tu);where � = p1� 4m2=s. The terms multiplied by 1=2in (2.10) are (t$ u) symmetri whih, when adding the(t$ u) term, add up to the full ontribution.We emphasize that the real part of the seond fator insquare brakets in (2.10) is nothing but the �nite part ofthe NLO ontribution (up to an overall trivial fator, seebelow) alulated in [17℄ by summing the two �nite terms(i.e. not multiplying the IR pole 1=") in Eqs. (16) and(22) of [17℄. We mention that one an also obtain theimaginary part of the seond fator in square braketsfrom [17℄ by using the proedure desribed in the lastsetion of [14℄. When omparing with the results in [17℄one has to of ourse substitute the expliit expressionsfor the oeÆient funtions given in [5℄.In the following we want to exhibit a remarkable stru-ture of the NLO and NNLO single pole ontributions. Forthe NLO ase we havejMpoleNLOj2 = 4" g2sC"(m2)CF (2.12)�Ren�2m2 � s�C(�1)6 � 1o jMLOj2;Let us now write Eq. (2.10) in the form1"V (�1) = 8"NC(ReA ReB + ImA ImB); (2.13)where A and B stand for the round and square brakets,respetively, i.e.A = (2m2 � s)C(�1)6 � 1; (2.14)B = h+B(0)1 hB01 + 12B(0)2 hB02 + C(0)2 hC02

+12C(0)5 hC05 + 12C(0)6 hC06 +D(0)1 hD01 + (t$ u):One observes the remarkable patternjMpoleNNLOj2 � CC2F 1"V (�1) = 2" g2sC"(m2)CF (2.15)��ReA jM�niteNLO j2 + 4(geQ)4g2sC"(m2)CFNCImA ImB	 :We also mention that when alulating separately thet�; u�hannel ontributions and their interferene theseond power of the denominator D = m2s � tu wouldstill be present in the results for the 1=" ontributions.Only after adding up all ontributions the two remain-ing powers of this denominator for the 1=" ontributionsanel. It is in this way that the fatorized struture ofthe amplitude is obtained. In the previous NLO alula-tion by one of us [17℄, the anellation of all the powersof the denominator D as well as the fatorized struturewas obtained separately for the t 
 t or t 
 u ontribu-tions. Of ourse, when adding up all the hannels, weobtain the same result as in [17℄ for the omplete gaugeinvariant set of diagrams.Note that the fatorized form of Eq. (2.15) holds onlywhen one retains the full " dependene in the Born termas given in (2.9).We would like to mention that the nie and simple fa-torized form of (2.15) ould have been antiipated fromthe fat that in the one-loop matrix elements the sin-gle pole always multiplies the LO term. Consider e.g.Eq. (7) of the reent publiation [18℄ where the predi-tions for an overall singular struture of massless one-loop



5amplitudes are extended to the ase of massive partons.In our ase with only two olored massive partiles, theseond term in Eq. (9) of [18℄, i.e. ontaining the infraredfator whih ontrols olor orrelations, ompletely fa-torizes. The seond single pole struture omes from thefuntion of Eq. (18) of [18℄. Together, they give a full IRstruture that is proportional to2CF �2m2 � ss� (lnx+ i�)� 1� : (2.16)Considering the fat that the 1=" pole in our integralfuntion C6 is multiplied by (ln x+ i�)=s�, we indeed re-
produe in our Eq. (2.15) the infrared struture derived(e.g. by formal squaring of Eq. (7)) from general on-siderations in [18℄. In the next setion we present the�nite parts of our squared amplitudes. Quite naturally,these results annot be derived from general priniplesand must be obtained from an expliit alulation.III. STRUCTURE OF THE FINITE PARTIn this setion we present the �nite part of our result.It an be written asV (0) = 12f +RenB(0)1 hfB01 +B(0)1 fB01B01 + 12B(0)1u fB01B01u +B(0)2 fB01B02 + C(0)2 fB01C02 + C(0)2u fB01C02u (3.1)+C(0)5 fB01C05 + C(0)6 fB01C06 +D(0)1 fB01D01 +D(0)1u fB01D01ui� +B(1)1 fB11 +B(0)2 h 12fB02 + 12B(0)2 fB02B02+C(0)2 fB02C02 + 12C(0)5 fB02C05 + 12C(0)6 fB02C06 +D(0)1 fB02D01i� + 12B(1)2 fB12 + C(0)2 hfC02 + C(0)2 fC02C02 + 12C(0)2u fC02C02u+C(0)5 fC02C05 + C(0)6 fC02C06 +D(0)1 fC02D01 +D(0)1u fC02D01ui� + C(1)2 fC12 + 12C(0)5 hfC05 + C(0)5 fC05C05 + C(0)6 fC05C06+2D(0)1 fC05D01i� + 12C(1)5 fC15 + 12C(0)6 hfC06 + C(0)6 fC06C06 + 2D(0)1 fC06D01i� + 12C(1)6 fC16 +D(�1)1 hfD�11 +B(0)1 fD�11 B01+B(1)1 fD�11 B11 +B(0)2 fD�11 B02 +B(1)2 fD�11 B12 + C(0)2 fD�11 C02 + C(1)2 fD�11 C12 + C(0)5 fD�11 C05 + C(1)5 fD�11 C15 + C(0)6 fD�11 C06+C(1)6 fD�11 C16 +D(0)1 fD�11 D01 +D(1)1 fD�11 D11i� +D(�1)1u hB(0)1 fD�11u B01 +B(1)1 fD�11u B11 + C(0)2 fD�11u C02+C(1)2 fD�11u C12 +D(0)1 fD�11uD01 +D(1)1 fD�11uD11i� +D(0)1 hfD01 +D(0)1 fD01D01 + 12D(0)1u fD01D01ui� +D(1)1 fD11o+ (t$ u);where the subsript \u" is an operational de�nition pre-sribing a (t $ u) interhange in the argument of thatfuntion, i.e. B(0)1u = B(0)1 ��t$u et... Note that all threefuntions C(�1)6 , D(�1)1 and D(�1)1u appear when alulat-ing (3.1), as well as some spurious poles 1=" multiply-ing them. However, when substituting C(�1)6 in terms ofD(�1)1 and D(�1)1 ��t$u these spurious poles anel out.Again the terms multiplied by 1=2 in (3.1) are (t$ u)symmetri whih, when adding the (t $ u) term indi-ated at the end of (3.1), add up to the full ontribution.Several oeÆient funtions in (3.1) are trivially re-lated to the orresponding ones in (2.10):fB11 = �8hB01 ; fB12 = �8hb02 ; fC12 = �8hC02 ;(3.2)fC15 = �8hC05 ; fC16 = �8hC06 ; fD11 = �8hD01 :The results for the other oeÆient funtions appearingin (3.1) an be found in the Appendix.In the �nite ontribution Eq. (3.1) one an see theinterplay of the produt of powers of " resulting fromthe Laurent series expansion of the salar integrals

(f. Eq. (1.1)) on the one hand, and powers of " resultingfrom doing the spin algebra in DREG on the other hand.For example, one has a ontribution from D(�1)1 B(0)1 aswell as a ontribution from D(�1)1 B(1)1 . Terms of the typeD(�1)1 B(0)1 , where the supersripts orresponding to "{powers do not ompensate, would be absent in the reg-ularization shemes where traes are e�etively taken infour dimensions, i.e. in the so-alled four-dimensionalshemes or in Dimensional Redution.Finally we note that obtaining our results as well asasting them into the above ompat forms (also for theoeÆient funtions presented in the Appendix) was donewith the help of the REDUCE Computer Algebra System[19℄. IV. CONCLUSIONSWe have presented O(�2�2s) NNLO analytial resultsfor the loop-by-loop ontributions for heavy quark pairprodution in {ollisions. The present paper dealswith unpolarized photons in the initial state. Using thebaksattering tehnique it is not diÆult to obtain po-



6larized photon beams of high intensity at the  optionof the ILC by olliding the low energy laser light withpolarized eletron and positron beams. Sine our ampli-tude results [15℄ ontain the full spin information of theproess an extension of the present paper to the ase ofpolarized  prodution of heavy quark pairs would notbe very diÆult.The present results form an Abelian subset of thenon{Abelian gluon{indued loop-by-loop ontributionsto heavy quark pair prodution. This alulation on-stitutes a �rst step in obtaining the analytial results forthe exat NNLO orretions to the heavy quark produ-tion proesses in QCD. Analytial results in eletroniformat for all the terms in Eq. (2.7) are readily available[20℄. The next step would be to provide similar resultsfor the two remaining hannels of heavy avor produ-tion that were disussed in the Introdution. We reservethis task for future work.AknowledgmentsZ.M. would like to thank the Partile Theory groupof the Institut f�ur Physik, Universit�at Mainz, for hospi-

tality. The work of Z.M. was supported by a DFG (Ger-many) grant under ontrat 436 GEO 17/2/06. M.R. wassupported by the Helmholtz Gemeinshaft under on-trat No. VH-NG-105.
APPENDIXIn this appendix we present the oeÆient funtionsfor the �nite part of the loop-by-loop ontributions ap-pearing in Eq. (3.1).In order to keep our expressions as ompat as possiblewe introdue the notation:zt � 2m2 + t; zu � 2m2 + u; D � m2s� tu:(A.1)The oeÆients of the �nite part read:f = �2(D�2TU2m2s(128m10(t2 + u2)2 � 208m8s(t2 + u2)2 + 8m6(10t6 + 39t5u+ 34t4u2 + 114t3u3 + 34t2u4+39tu5 + 10u6)� 8m4stu(13t4 + 4t3u+ 66t2u2 + 4tu3 + 13u4) +m2t2u2(36t4 + 75t3u+190t2u2 + 75tu3 + 36u4)� st3u3(7s2 + 8tu))+DTU2m2t2u2(12m2(t5 + u5) + tu(4t4 + 7t3u+ 42t2u2 + 7tu3 + 4u4))+s�2TU384m8t4u4 + TUt4u4(2(t4T + u4U)� 4tu(t2T + u2U)� 6m2tu(t2 + u2)� 12t2u2(T + U)�s5 + 12st2u2)� t4u4(t� u)(t4U(3t� u) + u4T (t� 3u)))=(D�2T 2U2st4u4);fB01 = 4(�T 2UD(512m8T (t2 + u2) + 448m8(t3 + u3)� 704m8stu+ 464m6t4 + 1776m6t3u+ 1216m6t2u2+688m6tu3 + 80m6u4 + 184m4t4u+ 768m4t3u2 + 288m4t2u3 + 72m4tu4 + 30m2t4u2 � 23T t3u3+2m2t2u4 � 22t3u4)+T 2Um4tu(740m2t4 + 144m2t2u2 + 12m2u4 � 31t3u2 + 33t2u3)�T 2�2st2(32m8t3 + 32m6u3U + 12m4t3u2 � 8m4su4 � 16t3u4)+T 2t4u3(247m4t� 4t3 + 3u3)� TDm4t5(48m2t+ 174m2u+ 190tu)�T2t5u2(18m4t2 �m4tu+ 2m2t2u+m2u3 � 2t3u) +Dt7u2(3m2 + 4u) +m2t7u4)=(D�2T 2Ust4u2);fB01B01 = �2(DT (64m10 + 8m8(29t+ 5u) + 304m6t2 + 96m6tu+ 136m4t3 + 68m4t2u� 12t5 � 9t4u)+T t2(2m6u2 + 22m4t2T +m2t2(t2 + 30tT + 5tu� 2u2) + 5t5) + t8)=(DT 2t4);fB01B01u = 4(�D(64m12 � 168m10s+ 8m8(19s2 + 22tu) + 40m6(t3 + u3)� 398m6stu+ 98m4tu(t2 + u2)+286m4t2u2 � 49m2st2u2 + 2t3u3) + 6m4tu(2m4(t2 + u2)� t2u2))=(DTUt2u2);fB01B02 = �8zt(2D(m2zt + t2)� 3t2(4m2T + t2))=(D�2T t2); (A.2)fB01C02 = 8(D2T2(6m6s� 2m4t(5t+ 2u)� t2zt(4t+ u))�DTt2(2zt(8m6 � 7m2t2 � 4t3)� t2u2)



7+Dm2t5u� 3t6z3t )=(D2T t3);fB01C02u = 8(D2Tm2(12m4s� 4m2(3t2 + 7tu+ 3u2)� u(15t2 + tu+ 8u2))�DTm2u(16m4uzu +m2t(13t2 + 31u2) + 19t3u+ 10tu3) +DU2t2u(m2t2 + 3m2u2 + tu2)+Dm2t2u2(7m2u+ t2)� t4u2(2zt(6m2U + u2)� tuzu))=(D2T t2u);fB01C05 = 4(D2T (8m4(5t+ u)� 4m2s(t+ 3u)� 4t(st+ 2u2)) +D2t2(14t2 + 10tu+ 13u2)�DTt2(8m4(11t+ 19u) + 48m2t2 + 11t3)�D(47m2t4u+ 12m2t3u2 + 4m2t2u3 � t5u)+T (32m6t2u2 + 32m4t2u3 + 12m2t4(s2 � 3tu) + 3t7)� 32m12s2 + 3m2t4u2(4m2 + u))=(D2T t2);fB01C06 = 4�2s(D(8m8s+ 8m6tu+ 8m4t2(3t+ 4u) +m2t2(31t2 + 28tu� 9u2)� t3u2)�4m8s(t2 � u2) + 4m2t3(3st2 � 2t2T � u3) + st5(3t+ 5u))=(D2T t2);fB01D01 = 4(D2T16m6(11t+ 3u) +DT (64m10s� 4m6(11t3 + 10t2u+ 17tu2 + 2u3)+2m4t(51t3 � 4t2u� 33tu2 � 6u3) + 2m2t3(31t2 + 32tu+ 7u2) + t3(18t3 + 15t2u+ 10tu2 + 3u3))�Dt5(7t2 + su)� 3t6(16m4T +m2t(6t� u) + t2T ))=(D2T t2);fB01D01u = 4(D2T4m2(16m6 + 4m4(7t+ 3u) +m2(16t2 + 27tu+ u2) + t3)�DT (64m8u2 + 2m4u(23t3 � 6t2u+ 15tu2 � 4u3) +m2tu(6t3 + 15t2u+ tu2 � 2u3) + st2u2(t+ 2u))�Dm4t(4t4 + 3t3u� 26t2u2 � 13tu3 + 4u4) + 3m4t3u(T (t2 + 15u2) + u(4st� tu+ u2)))=(D2T t2);fB02 = 8(8m2(2m2s2 � 2m2tu� stu)=(t2u2) + (24m6s�2=D � 28m2s�2 � 11D+ 3tu)=(TU))=�2;fB02B02 = 4(4m2s� 3t2 + 2tu� 3u2)=(D�2);fB02C02 = �8(D2(10m4t+ 2m4u+ 3m2t2 +m2tu+ 2t2u) + �2st3(10m2 + 3t)� tu(4m2uzt + t2(t� u)))=(D2�2);fB02C05 = 4s(D4(3m2s� t2 � u2)� 6m2s(t2 + u2) + 3(t2 + u2)2)=D2;fB02C06 = 4s(D4(3m2s� (t� u)2) + 3t3(4m2 + t) + 3u3(4m2 + u) + 6t2u2)=D2;fB02D01 = 4(D28m2zu +D4m2t2(5s�2 + 2t)� �26m2st2(3t2 + u2) + 10m2s2t3 � st3(3s2 � 2tu))=(D2�2);fC02 = �8(D2(8m10u(42t(t2 + u2) + t2u+ 15u3) + 2m8u(149t4 + 595t3u+ 95t2u2 + 109tu3 + 12u4)+2m6t(4t5 + 35t4u+ 159t3u2 + 328t2u3 + 81tu4 + 17u5)+2m4t2u(25t4 + 322t3u+ 132t2u2 + 75tu3 + 10u4)+2m2t3u(7t4 + 13t3u+ 9t2u2 + 46tu3 + 8u4) + t4u2(10t3 + 20t2u+ 17tu2 + 7u3))+D�22m2st2(40m8u3 + 100m6t2u2 + 8m4t5 + 241m4t3u2 + 67m4tu4 + 35m2t3u3 + 29t5u2 + 62t3u4)�Dm2(32m12u(t2 + u2)(t+ 3u)� 128m10t5 � t5u2(49t3 � 33t2u+ 118tu2 + 66u3))+�28m2st(5m12(t4 � u4) + 2m10t3(t2 � 11u2)� 6m8tu5 � t3u4(16m6 + 43m4t+ 11m2t2 + 9t3))�48m2t6u4(t� u)2)=(D2�2TUst3u2);fC02C02 = 4(D2(4m8s2 + t2(16m6t+ 50m4t2 � 2m4u2 � 28m2t3 � 8t4 � 2t2u2))+D�2st2(34m6t2 � 2m6u2 + 20m4t3 + 2m4stu� 8m2t4 � 4t5)+D4t5(m2t2 + 3m2u2 + 2tu2)� �43s2t8)=(D3t2);



8fC02C02u = 8(D34(m6s�m4(s2 + 7tu) + tu(s2 � tu)) +D2t2u2(76m4 + (t� u)2)�D2m2t2u2(64m6 + 4m2tu� 5stu)� 3m4t2u2(t� u)4)=(D3tu);f02C05 = 4(D38m4(7t+ u)�D24m2t(35m2t2 +m2u2 + 9t3 � 24t2u� 4tu2 � u3)�DT8m2t2(40m4s+ 11m2t2 � 24m2u2 + tu2)�D2m2t2(4m4(13t2 + 8u2) + t3(45t+ 59u)� u2(5t2 � tu� 4u2))+2m2t3(14t5 + 10t4u+ 42t3u2 + 15t2u3 + 18tu4 + u5)� st4(3s4 � 2t3u� 2su3))=(D3t);fC02C06 = 4�2s(D24(m4(9t+ u) +m2(4t2 � u2)) +DT48t2(m2u+ t2)�D2(m2t(5t(t2 + u2) + 2su2)� t2(14st2 + t3 � 10stu+ su2))� 3t3(t� u)4)=D3;fC02D01 = 4(D2(16m8(3t2 � 2tu� u2) + 4m6(5t3 � 12t2u� 11tu2 � 2u3) + 8m4t(8t3 � 8t2u� 5tu2 � u3)�4m2t2(29t3 + 12t2u+ 7tu2 + u3)� 2t3(2t3 + 13t2u+ 5tu2 + u3))�D2t4(128m8 + 32m6t� 24m4t2 + 3m2t2u� 17t3T )� 3t7(16m2tzu + (t� u)(s2 � 8tu)))=(D3t);fC02D01u = 4(D2(16m8(3t2 � 2tu� u2) + 4m6(10t3 � 13t2u� u3)� 4m4t(2t3 + 3t2u� 16tu2 + 3u3)+4m2(st2(2s2 � tu)� tu4))�D16m4t2u(8m2uzt + (t� u)(t2 + u2))� 6m4t2u2(5t4 + 10t2u2 + u4)� 3s3t3u2(2m2s� tu))=(D3t);fC05 = 4(D2(64m10(t2 + u2)�m6(40s4 + 96s2tu+ 144t2u2) +m4(24s5 + 44tu(t3 + u3) + 548st2u2)�4m2tu(3s4 + 55tu(t2 + u2) + 25t2u2) + st2u2(17s2 � 14tu))�Dm2((48m8 � 25t2u2)(t� u)4 � 32m2t2u2(2m2 � s)(8m4 � 7tu) + t3u3(21s2 � 116tu))�24m2t4u4(8m4 + s2 � 6tu))=(D2TUt2u2);fC05C05 = �(D3896m4 �D22(8m4(27s2 � 80tu) + 34m2s3 + 24m2stu� 49(t4 + u4)� 16s2tu+ 26t2u2)+D4(128m4t2u2 � 7(t5 � u5)(t� u) + 12tu(t4 + u4 � t2u2)� 22t2u2(t2 + u2)) + 3(t2 + u2)2(t� u)4)=D3;fC05C06 = 2�2s2(D2(40m6s� 2m4(3s2 � 4tu)� 3m2s(7s2 � 16tu) + 11s4 � tu(49s2 � 50tu))� 3(t2 + u2)(t� u)4)=D3;fC05D01 = 2(D364m6 �D2(32m6(18t2 � 5tu+ u2)� 24m4(13t3 � 7t2u+ 5tu2 + u3)�4m2(47t4 + 77t3u+ 34t2u2 + 11tu3 + 3u4) + 2t(2t4 � t3u� 3t2u2 � 21tu3 � u4))+D2t2(256m6t2 + 288m4t2u� 8m2(9t4 � tu3 + u4)� t3(17t2 + 59u2))� 3t2(t� u)5(uzt � t2))=D3;fC06 = 4(�D2(8m6(3s4 � 8s2tu+ 22t2u2) + 4m4stu(22s2 � 139tu) + 4m2t3u3 � st2u2(4s2 + 33tu))+D(64m12s(t2 + u2)� 16m10(3t4 + 2t2u2 + 3u4) + 336m6t2u2(tT + uU)� 298m4st2u2(t2 + u2)+4m2t4u4 � st3u3(7s2 � 3tu)) + 8m8s7 � 192m4t4u4(2m2 � s)� 8st4u4(s2 + 3tu))=(D2TUt2u2);fC06C06 = �2s(D2(16m6s2 + 2m4s(3s2 + 8tu)�m2s2(35s2 � 106tu) + 8m2t2u2 + s(t2 + u2)(14s2 � 47tu))�3s(t� u)6)=D3;fC06D01 = �2�2s(D316m4 �D22(4m4t(7t� 5u)� 2m2(7t3 + 6t2u+ 2tu2 + u3) + t(5t3 � 23t2u+ 4tu2 � 2u3))�D2t(48m4t2u+ 43m2t4 +m2u(7t3 � 12t2u+ 17tu2 � 3u3) + 14t5) + 3t3(t� u)5)=D3;



9fD�11 = 8(2m2 � s)(�DTU(64m6(t2 + u2)� 8m4(5t3 + 3t2u� 15tu2 � u3) + 4m2t(3t3 + 8tu2 � 3u3)+t2u(2t2 � 5tu� 8u2))+TUu2(32m2t2(4m4 + tzt)�m2t2u(13t� 3u) + 2t4(t+ 4u))� t2u2(Tu3(m2 � 2t) + 2t4U))=(DTUt2u2);fD�11 B01 = 8(2m2 � s)(D2m2(2m4(3t� u) + 11m2t2 � 2st2) + T4m2t2(2st� u2) + st3(3Tu+ t2))=(DTt2);fD�11u B01 = 8(2m2 � s)(�D(4m6(t+ 5u) + 2m4(3t2 + 15tu+ u2) +m2t(3t2 + u2)� t2u(3t+ 2u))�t4(4m4 � tu))=(DTt2);fD�11 B11 = 8(2m2 � s)(DT2m4(8m2 + 17t)� T2m2(m4u(t+ 2u) + 7m2t2T + t2(t2 � 4u2)) +D3st3 � 4m2t4u)=(DTt2);fD�11u B11 = 8(2m2 � s)(Dm2(2m2(3t2 + 4tu+ 2u2) + t(4t2 + 3tu+ 5u2))+T (16m8s+ 20m6st� 12m4t2u� 4m2t2u2 � t3u2) +m2t4u)=(DTt2);fD�11 B02 = �8(2m2 � s)(D4(m2s�2 + 2(m2s� t2)) + t(t� u)3)=(D�2s);fD�11 B12 = 16(2m2 � s)zt=�2;fD�11 C02 = 8(2m2 � s)(D24m4(3t� u)�D2t(m4(9t2 � 2tu+ u2)�m2t(6t2 + 15tu+ u2)� t2(6t2 + 9tu+ 2u2))+8m2t3zt(2m2u� t2)� t5(s2 � 4u2))=(D2t);fD�11u C02 = �8(2m2 � s)(D24m4(t+ 5u)�D2(m4u(9t2 � 2tu+ u2) +m2t(2t3 � 10t2u� 11tu2 + u3) + t3u(4s� u))+t2u(32m4uT � 4m2t(2t� u)(t� u)� s2t2))=(D2t);fD�11 C12 = 16(2m2 � s)(D(2m6(t2 � 4tu� u2) + 4m4t2(t� u) +m2t2(t� u)2 � t3u2) + �2st4(4m4 � tu))=(D2t);fD�11u C12 = 16(2m2 � s)(D(2m6(3t2 + u2) + 2m4(t3 � u3) +m2t(2s(t2 + u2)� tu2)� t4u)+ztt3u(m4 + u2)� 3m4st3u�2 +m2tuT (2m2u2 + t3))=(D2t);fD�11 C05 = �4(2m2 � s)(D4(2m4t(3t� 5u) +m2(3t3 � 2t2u+ 3tu2 + 2u3) + t(5t3 + 2t2u+ 2tu2 � 3u3))+8m2t2u((2m2 � s)(t� 3u) + 2u2)� t(t� u)5)=D2;fD�11 C15 = 8(2m2 � s)(D(8m6s� 8m4t(3t� 2u)�m2(4t3 � 13t2u� 12tu2 � 5u3)� stu2)+2m4u2(10t2 + u2)� 10m2t3uT + s3t2u)=D2;fD�11 C06 = 4(2m2 � s)(D(8m4(6t2 � 5tu+ u2)� 2m2t(29t2 � 15tu� 3u2)� 4t(5t3 + t2u� tu2 � 5u3))+2m2t(t3T � 31u3T � 5t3u+ 15t2u2 + 6tu3 � u4) + t(t� u)5)=D2;fD�11 C16 = �8(2m2 � s)�2s(D22m2 �D(m2(su+ 4t2 � 8tu)� t2u) + �2st3u�m2tu(t� u)2)=D2;fD�11 D01 = 4t(2m2 � s)(�D(4m4(7t2 � 2u2)� 2m2(28t3 + 23t2u+ 11tu2 + 2u3)� 2t(6t3 + 11t2u+ 8tu2 + 2u3))+4m4tuT (9t� 7u)� 10m2t4T + 14m2t2u2(m2 � t) + t3(s3 + 2u2(s� t)))=D2;fD�11uD01 = 4t(2m2 � s)(D(12m4u(3t� u) + 2m2(2t3 � 27t2u� 4tu2 � u3)� 18t3u)� tu2zt(32m4 � 17tu)



10�4st2u3�2 � 2tu2T (3t2 � 4u2) + t2u(t3 � t2u� u3))=D2;fD�11 D11 = �8(2m2 � s)(D216m6 �Dm2(4m4(11t2 + 5tu+ 2u2) + 4m2t(3t2 + tu+ 2u2)� t(4t3 + 3tu2 + u3))+m4t2zt(9t2 + 7u2)� 4m2t3u2T + st2u(s2T + tu(m2 � t)))=D2;fD�11uD11 = �8(2m2 � s)(D216m6 �D(4m6(6t2 + tu+ 3u2) + 2m4u2(5t+ u)�m2t(2t3 + 7t2u� u3))�4m4t3uT + 14m4t2u2(2m2 � s)� 4m2t2u3zt � 2m2t5u� s2t3u2)=D2;fD01 = 4(D2T (512m12(t2 + u2) + 256m10t(4t2 + 3tu+ 7u2) + 32m8(8t4 + 37t3u+ 67t2u2 + 9tu3 + 21u4))�D2(8m8(7t5 + 126t4u� 126t3u2 � 24t2u3 � 15tu4 � 22u5) + 4m6t(2t5 � 2t4u� 8t3u2 � 5t2u3 � 63tu4 � 74u5)+m42tu(13t5 + 433t4u� 291t3u2 � 19t2u3 � 6tu4 � 4u5) +m22t3u(7t4 + 70t3u+ 52tu3 + 2u4)+t3u2(10t4 + 30t3u+ 37t2u2 + 24tu3 + 7u4))+D�2s4m6t(128m4u4 +m2tu(91t3 + 243u3)� 2t2(2t4 � 2t3u� 49u4))�Dm2u2(1024m10Tu2 + 8m4tu(5t4 + 3u4)� 2m2t5(75t2 � 61tu+ 346uU + 522u2)�t3(9t5 + 75t3u2 � 11t2u3 + 64tu4 + 8u5))��2m2st3u4(196m6u� 472m4t2 � 29m2t2u� 24t4 � 33t2u2)+m2u4(16m6Tu4 � 144m2t7 � t5(184t2U � 4tu2 + 64Tu2 � 49u3)))=(D2�2sTUt2u2);fD01D01 = �(D2(128m10s+ 128m8(3st� u2) + 4m4t(5t3 + 45t2u� 63tu2 � 3u3) + 4m2t3(28t2 + 41tu+ 26u2)+2t2(19t4 + 24t3u+ 15t2u2 + 6tu3 + u4))+D(16m8(t(t2 + u2)(29t+ 14u) + 2u2(s2 � tu))� 52m6t(t4 � u4)� 4m4t3(66t3 + 41t2u+ tu2 + 66u3)�4m2t3(23t4 + 5u4)� 16t8) + 66m4t6(t2 + u2) + 60m2t6Tu2 + 24m2t6(t3 + u3) + 3t6(t4 + u4))=D3;fD01D01u = �2(D3128m6(m2 � 2s) +D22m2(128m6tu+ 8m4s(6t2 + 6u2 � tu)�m2(9s4 � 17t4 � 17u4 + 106t2u2)+2(2t5 + t4u+ 27t3u2 + 27t2u3 + tu4 + 2u5))+D2m2(256m6t2u2 + 48m2t3u3 � t2u2(26t3 + 9stu+ 26u3))�3t2u2(30m4tu(t2 + u2)� 2m2(t4T + u4U)� s4tu))=D3:
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